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The role of the German studies for the 
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A brief economic- geographic characteristics of the Baltic 

part in the North-Western federal okrug (BPNWFO).
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The Baltic Part in the North Federal okrug 

(BPNFO) includes Saint-Petersburg and Leningrad 

oblast and also Novgorod, Pskov and Kalingrad 

oblasts and Karelia republic.

• It’s area is approximately 19-20% of the total area of 

the North-Federal okrug. The ground territory is 

approximately – 0,34-0,35 mln km. square and 

respectively coast line is 3,2 thousand km: a) St-

Petersburg and Lenigrad oblast is – 1,8 thousand km 

with Finland and Estonia; b) Kalingrad and Kalingrad 

oblast is – 1,4 thousand km with Poland, Lithuania 

and Latvia. 

• In 2010 the population in BPNFO was 7,4 mln. people 

that was 5,2 % from total population in Russia in that 

time.



The main economic characteristics of the 

BPNWFO

• In average in 2008-2010 BPNWFO produced GDP 

amounted in 39-43 bl.USD

• The specializing industry in Baltic Sea Region is a sea-born 

conveyance. 

• In 2009-2010 the main Baltic ports:(Kaliningrad 

St.Petersburg and Ust-Luga) came to considerable  

average sum of sea-borne conveyance – 15,6 th.tons that 

means 6% from the same average period – 260,4 th.tons in 

the country. 



The significance of the German studies school for 

the innovations in the BPNWFO. A.Losh’s and 

W.Cristaller’s methods and its importance for 

BPNWFO

• The Losh’s method explores the economic 

district in the form of the honeycomb needed 

when projecting the redistribution and 

consumption processor innovations( i.e. 

innovation oriented on the private consumption). 

Under analyzing an architecture of the St.-

Petersburg we can see it more obviously.



An optimal economic district – the honeycomb for 

proceeding innovations by A. Losch



The German influence in St-Petersburg

• In St-Petersburg the German influence is  acute marked in the 
Central district of the town. First of all the speech is about the 
Millionaya street which includes 8 quarters. From 1710 till 1742 this 
street was named – «The big German street», because it was 
putting in mainly by Germans( pharmacists, officials, officers, 
merchants, engineers ,etc). This microdistrict is very useful both for 
living and working. It’s very appropriate for working as have direct 
straight to the Winter Palace, Hermitage, Admiralty, Central Post-
Office etc. As concerns living, it’s also convenient thanks transport 
networks( trams, buses, trolleybuses and metros. That way the 
introduce the proceeding innovation ( land transport logistics, 
consumer goods, post services and municipal services)  in this 
microdisrict has a high probability for success.



The architecture plan of the microdistric around the «The big Germany 

street» The middle of the 18 th centure



The Cristaller’S conception

• The Cristaller’s conception is claimed for zoning the basic innovations i.e. 
innovations which require large direct investment for all the Baltic part of the 
North-Western Federal Okrug. W.Christaller proved the geometrical 
relationship between economic wealth and the level of the hierarchy 
between the central part of the town and its territorial units. The higher level 
of the hierarchy between the central part of the town and its territorial units, 
the higher level distribution of the basic innovations.

• We can applied two formulas for illustrated geometrical progression

ai = a1·qi-1      (1)

The first formula explains how to find the  ai member of the geometrical 
progression when,

a1- the first member of the geometrical progression;

q – multiplicator of the geometrical progression ;

I ≠ 1

For example, we have hierarchy – central town – 1, two local towns – 2, 
four suburban estates

1,   2 ,  4 



The second formula explains a sum of the geometrical 
progression for the regional phenomena.

Sn = a 1( q n 1)

q  - 1
(2)

when,

S – a sum of the geometrical progression;

a1 – the first member of the geometrical progression;

q – the multiplicator of the geometrical progression.

In our example the sum of the geometrical progression = 7



The Cristaller’s trellis 



• The most clearly the  Cristaller’s trellis is seen in Kaliningrad 

(former Konigsberg the capital of Prussia)

• If we remember history of Konigsberg, it’s necessary to pay 

attention to it’s significant value as a large Baltic port.

• Now port Kaliningrad have a lot of problems with several 

basic innovations.

• First this is innovation in hydrotechnical equipment, marine 

milling loosers etc). Now these marine machineries are 

producing according to ISO 9001, as a rule, in Netherland –

IHC Holland, UK- Appledore Ferguson Shipbuilders and in 

Germany – Heinrich Dopke GmbH.

• Second this is continuum education of the main and 

auxiliary personnel for exploring space navigation for marine 

logistics. In Russia that process are going only in Moscow, 

Kaluga and St.Petersburg.



The plan of Konigsberg – 1740 from Sychodecz the youngest





• Everybody knows the classically basic innovations 

should flow through Porter’s or Perroux  cluster models: 

center and peripheries. Unfortunately in Kaliningrad 

oblast there is no such cluster model, despite the 

Kaliningrad is a free zone of the port type. We can see a 

contradiction between a developed center – Kaliningrad 

and its peripheries: local towns-Baltiski, Svetlovski, 

Svetlogorski, Sovietski and suburban 

estates:Octaybrskiy and Leningradski.



• Thank you very much



• QUESTIONS 


